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What should I do before we get started?

Foundations for Inspiring Connections -  Session 1
Welcome!

+ In the Shared Notes, add your name under the 
CPM course that you will teach. 

+ Get out your Participant Notebook and review our 
Virtual Routines.  

+ Answer the door question in the Public Chat: 
Who or what do you admire?
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Virtual Routines

Join with microphone.

Private chat facilitator for 
individual support. 

Share your ideas. 



Tech Tip
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Viewing Options

User list toggle



Tech Tip
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Audio
Troubleshooting



Opening
Foundations for Inspiring Connections

Before You Start 
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On-Demand Modules

Course Content 

Once You’ve Started

CPM’s Professional Learning
On-Demand



Overview
Foundations for Inspiring Connections Virtual Series
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+ Sessions 1 & 2: Positive Classroom Culture
+ Sessions 3 & 4: Collaborative Learning 
+ Sessions 5 & 6: Problem-Based Learning 
+ Sessions 7 & 8: Mixed, Spaced Practice 

—
+ Follow-Up Sessions 1 & 2: Supporting Productive Struggle 
+ Follow-Up Sessions 3 & 4: Formative Assessment



Opening
Working Agreements
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   Set your status to thumbs up if you are 
ready to begin. 

+ Be willing to take risks.

+ Have a visionary mindset.

+ Stay engaged.

+ Explore and reflect on our beliefs. 

+ Give grace to others and ourselves.

Change takes time, effort, and support!



Opening

reflect on current practices and beliefs to develop a plan for the 
implementation of Inspiring Connections.  

Session 1 Outcomes

Together we will…
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explore and experience Inspiring Connections. 

learn how Inspiring Connections supports and develops a positive 
classroom culture.

become familiar with the research behind the design of Inspiring 
Connections. 



Agenda

Learning Target: I can use a task to develop positive classroom culture.  

Session 1
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+ Opening & Icebreaker
+ Culturally Responsive Pedagogy
+ Research Connections
+ Math Chats
+ Closure

Focus: Positive Classroom Culture



Curriculum-based professional learning invites teachers 
to participate in the same sort of rich, inquiry-based 
learning that new academic standards require…It is 
rooted in ongoing, active experiences that prompt 

teachers to change their instructional practices, expand 
their content knowledge, and challenge their beliefs. 

Opening
Professional Learning
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Short, J., & Hirsh, S. (2020). The elements: Transforming teaching through curriculum-based professional learning. 
Carnegie Corporation of New York, 7.
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Click here to turn on multi-user 
whiteboard

1.

2. 3.
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Icebreaker
Inspiring Connections, Course 2 - Lesson 0.1.3
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Agenda
Session 1
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+ Opening & Icebreaker
+ Culturally Responsive Pedagogy
+ Research Connections
+ Math Chats
+ Closure

Learning Target: I can identify embedded structures in Inspiring Connections 
that develop a positive classroom culture. 

Focus: Positive Classroom Culture



Culturally responsive educators…
+ Understand people make sense of and show their learning in 

different ways—often this is connected to their culture and 
background.

+ Know that strong relationships and social-emotional connection 
help students feel safe.

Culturally Responsive Pedagogy
What is it?
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Want to know more?  See “8 Competencies for Culturally Responsive Teaching” in Teacher Materials



Culturally Responsive Pedagogy
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Prelude Authors’ Vision 

Inspiring Connections Course 1



Culturally Responsive Pedagogy
Door Question Basics
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Want to know more? Teacher Materials → Embedded Supports → Culturally Responsive Pedagogy



Culturally Responsive Pedagogy
Door Questions Action Plan
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How will you manage door questions?

A. Ask at the door.  
B. Post in the room for teams to discuss.  
C. Ask as an attendance question. 
D. Post at the door on a whiteboard for 

students to write their response.
E. Other.



Culturally Responsive Pedagogy
Lesson Launches: Teacher-Facing
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Culturally Responsive Pedagogy
Lesson Launches: Student-Facing
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Culturally Responsive Pedagogy
Community Circles



Culturally Responsive Pedagogy
Positive Interdependence

“Positive interdependence arises when 
students feel mutual accountability for their 
learning and believe that their own learning 
will benefit through their interactions with 
each other.”                        
                                                          (Horn, 2012, p. 47)
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Culturally Responsive Pedagogy
Student Identity

Culturally responsive teachers plan learning encounters that validate 
students’ lived realities, cultural identities, and heritages.
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Student identities are based on 
family roles, gender, language, race, 
talents or abilities, career interests.

Mathematical identities are beliefs 
about one’s ability to do, 

understand, and use mathematics 
in school and life.
(The Impact of Identity in K-8 Mathematics, 2013)

Want to know more? Teacher Materials → Embedded Supports → Culturally Responsive Pedagogy



Culturally Responsive Pedagogy
Mathography

Your Task:
Review the Mathography for your course:

+ IC1 Lesson 0.1.1—Reflection & Practice 0-8

+ IC2 Lesson 0.1.1—Reflection & Practice 0-9

+ IC3 Lesson 0.1.1—0-2c (Resource Page)

What do you notice? What do you wonder?

p.5 & 6



Research Connections
Brain Break

Waving Hands



Learning Target: I can reflect on how my beliefs might impact students and the 
culture of my classroom. 
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Agenda
Session 1

+ Opening & Icebreaker
+ Culturally Responsive Pedagogy
+ Research Connections
+ Math Chats
+ Closure

Focus: Positive Classroom Culture



“Teachers’ identities as math learners 
shape their math teacher identities and, 
in turn, influence the decisions and 
actions enacted in math classrooms.”

(The Impact of Identity in K-8 Mathematics, 2013)

Research Connections
Importance of Identity

28



Research Connections
NCTM’s Beliefs about Teaching and Learning

“Teachers’ beliefs influence the decisions that 
they make about the manner in which they teach 
mathematics… Students’ beliefs influence their 

perception of what it means to learn mathematics 
and their dispositions toward the subject.”

(NCTM, 2014, pp. 10-11)
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Research Connections
Not “Good” or “Bad”
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Unproductive Beliefs

+ Hinder implementation of 
effective instructional 
practice.

+ Limit student access to 
important mathematics 
content and practices.

Productive Beliefs

+ Enable implementation of 
effective instructional 
practice.

+ Opens mathematics to more 
students.



Research Connections
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Beliefs

Read the Beliefs about teaching and learning 
mathematics.

Use the four A’s protocol to reflect on the text:
+ (❗) What do you agree with in the text? 
+ ( ? ) What do you want to argue with in the text?
+ (☆)What parts of the text do you want to aspire to?   
+ What assumptions does the author of the text hold?

p.7



Research Connections
Working Agreements

Be willing to take risks.
Have a visionary mindset.

Stay engaged.
Explore and reflect on your beliefs. 
Give grace to others and yourself.

Change takes time, effort, and support!



Research Connections
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Beliefs Team Discussion

Discussion Rounds

Share one of the following from your reading: 
+ (❗) What do you agree with in the text? 
+ ( ? ) What do you want to argue with in the text?
+ (☆)What parts of the text do you want to aspire to?   
+ What assumptions does the author of the text hold?

  



What does this mean for my work with students?
—

In what areas do I need some more skills, motivation, 
and/or resources to make it happen?

Research Connections
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Beliefs Reflection

p.6 & 7



Screen Break
Take a break and walk away from the computer.
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Learning Target: I can use Math Chats to create a positive classroom culture.
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Agenda
Session 1

+ Opening & Icebreaker
+ Culturally Responsive Pedagogy
+ Research Connections
+ Math Chats
+ Closure

Focus: Positive Classroom Culture



… Students start to believe in themselves 
mathematically. They become more willing to 
persevere when solving complex problems. They 
become more confident when they realize that they 
have ideas worth listening to. And when students feel 
this way, the culture of a class can be transformed.

Making Number Talks Matter
Cathy Humphreys & Ruth Parker

Math Chats
Why?
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Which One 
Is Unique?

5 8

9 21

54 + 38



The secret to talk moves is not to evaluate, but 
question for better discourse without acknowledging if 
the response was right or wrong. Talk moves can work 
at the small team level or in a whole class discussion.

(O'Connor and Chapin)

Math Chats
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Talk Moves



Steps

1. Display the problem to the class. 

2. Students complete the problem in their heads.

3. Students put a finger up to their chest to represent 
how many methods or strategies they have.

4. Wait for all students to extend at least one finger. 

Math Chats
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5. When appropriate, instruct students to talk to their team about answers and justifications.

6. Ask for volunteers to report their responses to the class. Record all answers without 
acknowledging whether or not they are correct.

7. Discuss methods and use talk moves in a whole class discussion.

Want to know more? Teacher Materials → Embedded Supports → Routines



Math Chat
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IC1 Lesson 2.2.2

Update your status
One Method: Smiley Face

Two Methods: Thumbs Up

Three Methods: Applause



Math Chats
Embedded Support
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IC1 Lesson 2.2.2



Your Task:
+ Take turns being the teacher who uses Talk Moves and leads the Math Chat*.
+ After 4 minutes, switch to a new teacher and Math Chat.
+ Repeat the process.

*Math Chat Steps:
+ Students think about the problem. Wait for students to extend at least one finger. 
+ When appropriate, students share answers and justifications.
+ Record answers without acknowledging whether or not they are correct.

Math Chats
Lesson Launches
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Dot Talk Which One is 
Unique?Number Talk

Station Rotation 
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In what ways do these launches support classroom community?

Math Chats
Station Rotation Debrief

44

Dot Talk Which One is 
Unique?Number Talk



Math Chats
Reflection
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Write a note to your future forgetful self.  

+ What do you want to remember about Math Chats?

+ How do Math Chats support a positive classroom community?

Add questions, comments, good ideas to share, and burning issues to the Parking Lot!

Learning Target: I can use Math Chats to create a positive classroom culture.

p.8



Learning Target: I can reflect on how to develop a positive classroom culture 
and plan my next steps for the school year.
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Agenda
Session 1

+ Opening & Icebreaker
+ Culturally Responsive Pedagogy
+ Research Connections
+ Math Chats
+ Closure

Focus: Positive Classroom Culture



Closure

reflect on current practices and beliefs to develop a plan for the 
implementation of Inspiring Connections.  

Outcomes

Together we have had the opportunity to…
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explore and experience Inspiring Connections. 

learn how Inspiring Connections supports and develops a positive 
classroom culture.

become familiar with the research behind the design of Inspiring 
Connections. 



Closure

+ Parking Lot

+ Attendance & Feedback   
○ Enter passcode in the PL Portal

######

+ Before Next Session:
1. Go to http://my.cpm.org 
2. Click “Use Enrollment Pin” 
under Account Management. 
3.  Enter enrollment PIN : 

#####
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